
 
 

DISCUSSION GUIDE:  
GOAL: The Dream Begins 

 
Goal: The dream begins follows the path of Santiago Muñez from Mexico, to LA, to 
Newcastle, England. What is consistent in his life is his passion and love for the game of 
soccer. His passion, talent, and hard work and some help from others along the way propel 
him to reach his dreams of playing professional soccer.  
 
“The only one who can tell me I’m not good enough is you. And even then I may not 
agree with you.” Santiago Muñez 
 
 

1) What did you learn from the movie?  
 

2) What is your favorite scene in the movie? Why? 
 

3) Santiago had several people put themselves on the line to help him achieve his 
dreams (his grandmother, Glen Foy, Gavin Harris). Why? What made Santiago 
someone worth standing up for?  
 

4) What were the lessons that Santiago learned from his Dad that helped him reach his 
dreams? And what lessons did he need to put aside?  

 
 

5) Why did the manager, Erik Dornhelm, keep Santiago after practice and make him 
sprint to the goal while he kicked balls into the goal? Did he get his point across? 
When does it make sense to carry the ball yourself versus passing to a teammate? 

 
6) Santiago was given the opportunity to take a direct free-kick in shooting distance at 

the end of the match against Liverpool. The game was tied 2-2. What did Santiago 
do before he took the free kick? What did his quick ‘routine’ do for him? Did it work?  
 

7) Where in the game can you use a quick routine? What are some things you do when 
there are breaks in action to refocus or get your energy where you need it to be?  
 

8) BONUS QUESTION: Name as many famous soccer players as you can from the 
movie. And tell us one fact about one of them.  


